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Panel discussion

Next steps
Vision

A world where less resources are spent moving data and more time spent leveraging data to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.
Mission

To nurture the growth of a vibrant nonprofit data model ecosystem and to more effectively achieve the SDGs through business, nonprofit, and individual collaboration.
A community for partners, by partners
Online community

https://www.yammer.com/cdmfornonprofitscommunity
Information Hub

Data Model for the Modern Nonprofit

The Nonprofit CDM is a open source data model for structuring data in a common way across applications and organizations.

https://www.nonprofitcdm.org
Social media

@NonprofitCDM
Access the data model
Your host
Your panel
How to get involved?

1. Join the community
   www.nonprofitcdm.org/join

2. Register for our next event
   www.nonprofitcdm.org/events

3. Follow us on Twitter
   twitter.com/NonprofitCDM
Thanks!
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